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AUFIRE - SOLE SOURCE LETTER

This letter is to confirm that Creative Law Enforcement Resources, Inc., dba CLEAR, Inc., is the

sole manufacturer of the patented  ACCURACY UNDER FIRE ( AUFIRE) RESILIENCE TRAINING

SYSTEM

U.S. Patent #  8,308,482 “ PERSONAL UNDER FIRE TRAINER FOR SECURITY AND
MILITARY PERSONNEL”    Issue Date 11/13/2012

CLEAR has spent several years developing this extraordinary training system that simulates

incapacitating injuries, which includes many features unique to AUFIRE and distinctly different

from other products on the market.

AUFIRE is 100% made in the USA and distributed exclusively by CLEAR.  No other company makes

a similar or competing product.  Our authorized dealer, Dynamis Alliance, acts as our

representative on our behalf providing product demonstrations and training services to

customers.

Other well-known products on the market, such as the VirTra Systems Threat-Fire or the SETCAN

StressVest system, both simulate incoming gunfire, but neither simulates incapacitating injuries.

Both systems only provide a localized static shock sensation using an electrical impulse device,

that is only effective in the area of the body where it is located, such as in a back pocket or in the

beltline against the abdomen. The static shock does not incapacitate the trainee’s body parts,

but only tells the trainee they are physically exposed and in the line of fire.  It provides a basic

pain consequence for the bad tactics of exposing themselves to the threat.

AUFIRE is different--while it has a pain consequence, it also has the unique ability to target

specific areas or limbs of the body and completely lockdown and incapacitate individual muscle

groups with tight muscle contractions via electrical muscle stimulation (EMS).  The conductive

stimulation is delivered via an instructor’s remote control, causing immediate, total limb

immobilization, and delivering physical and mental distraction, an effect similar to being

wounded and in duress.

The instructor can control up to nine trainees at one time, or just one, choosing to target and

incapacitate the bicep,  inner forearm, outer forearm, abdominal muscles.  Future versions will

include leg and abdominal muscle contractions too.
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Using AUFIRE, participants can simulate being shot, stabbed, or impacted with major blunt force

trauma in a particular area of the body, so they can practice dealing with and working through

their worst-case scenarios in a safe environment. This is a capability that is completely unique to

AUFIRE.  There is no other product on the market that can provide the instant, intense, random,

distracting, immobilizing wound simulations to targeted areas of the body that AUFIRE can.

AUFIRE builds the trainee’s stress inoculations, confidence, and experience, leading to less

emotional, less panicky reactions, and more measured responses to stressful situations. AUFIRE

builds the confidence that buys the headspace and the time to see more de-escalation options in

high-stress situations.

AUFIRE allows trainees to prepare ahead of time so they don't wait until it happens to figure it

out.  Instead, they can be responsible and get prepared by training for their worst-case scenarios

in advance with the AUFIRE system.

AUFIRE must be purchased directly from CLEAR or via our authorized dealer, Dynamis Alliance.

There are no other comparable products available for purchase that would serve the same

purpose or function, and there is only one price for AUFIRE because of exclusive distribution and

marketing rights. If you desire additional information, please contact CLEAR at any time or visit

our website at www.AUFIRE.com.

Thank you for your interest in our product.

Tim Pearce | Vice President
CLEAR, Inc.
206 Star of India Lane
Carson, CA 90746
Cell:  310-408-9600
Web: www.aufire.com
Email: t.pearce@clearadvancement.com
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